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Vinyl Siding Replacement Utah, Services that have Transformed Homes Across
Utah!
Are you wanting a cost-effective to give your home a makeover?
Have you been looking for a new shield of protection from the wind, rain, snow and the changing temperatures of the
outdoors? If you are looking for an outdoor siding option that will withstand the elements and fits your budget,
vinyl siding may be the best option for you. At Advanced Window Products we have been installing siding for 25
years. With a variety of colors and styles to choose from, you’ll enjoy your home’s sleek new look. You’ll never have
to paint again! Plus, our siding offers you a buttoned up, sealed up and spruced up protection for your home
especially when combined with our vinyl windows Utah.

Insulated Vinyl Siding
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Insulated vinyl siding is a great option for those who are looking to save money not only on home repairs but on
energy costs as well. Insulated siding can absorb up to 5 times higher impact than traditional siding, helps to
prevent leaks and weather damage, and can help reduce your energy costs by up to 30%. Additionally insulated
vinyl helps to reduce noise outside the home and it’s thicker shape give your home a more finished look.

Vinyl Siding Accents
Vinyl siding accents are a cost effective way to add some design and character to your home. Some vinyl siding
accent options include mounts, which can be used to hold light fixtures or mailboxes; shutters used to add accent
to windows; gable vents, to optimize ventilation; and moldings to add decoration to your siding project. As with
other vinyl siding products, vinyl siding accents are extremely low maintenance as well as durable. If you want to
add a pop of color to your home, or simply add some distinctive features to your exterior, some vinyl accents
would be a good option for you.

Horizontal and Vertical Vinyl Siding
There are many benefits to choosing horizontal and vertical siding. Horizontal and vertical siding can provide a
significant reduction in your heating and cooling costs , are durable, help protect against inclement weather,
and can withstand up to 240 mph winds. Additionally, the insulated nature of vinyl siding helps it absorb exterior
sound. Vinyl siding not only adds to the visual aesthetic of your home, it is also easy to maintain and clean.
Vinyl siding is available in multiple colors and is a great option for any kind of budget.

Vinyl Siding Trim
Vinyl siding trim is important to create curb appeal for your home, as well as to finish off the rough edges of the
vinyl siding. When deciding on a trim, you will want to choose one that is aesthetically pleasing for your house and
has the right level of quality to protect against weather damage. Siding trim comes in a wide variety of colors,
lengths, and widths, therefore making any design you choose a possibility.

Soffit and Fascia Replacement
Soffit is the material that is on the underside of your roof overhang and is ventilated to help promote airflow and
circulation. The Fascia is the term used to describe the edge portion of the roof that is attached to the soffit and
gutters, providing a barrier between the roof and the outdoor elements. Harsh weather elements and time can
cause wear and cracks to these areas, which can create water damage and also create an opening for small pests.
Making sure your Soffit and Fascia are in good condition will not only protect your home but make it more
aesthetically pleasing as well.

Vinyl Siding Installation
When it comes to vinyl siding installation, it is important that it is installed properly. If any of boards are nailed too
tightly or there are gaps around doors or windows, you can end up with major damage, such as leaks and buckling.
Hiring professionals to ensure proper installation will not only help prevent damage to your siding and home in the
long run but will also keep the outside of your home looking newer longer. While vinyl siding installation project
times will vary due to the amount of siding installed, you can expect at least two weeks on average for a siding
project to be completed.
With our focus on quality installation and use of Mastic Home Exterior’s vinyl siding product, your Utah home will
be sealed tight from the natural elements. We offer a V.I.P. limited lifetime warranty on parts and labor to prove it.
We go the extra mile on quality installation on every step of the process. We have 25 years of experience installing
siding. We have a siding license from the state of Utah and are Certified Installation Installers from the Vital
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Institute.

From Start to Finish, Our Vinyl Siding Replacement Utah
Before this home has its siding replaced, you'll notice aging, yellowing
and wear. Many homeowners experience extreme temperature
fluctuation, seeping air and out-dated appearance.

Revealing the Aged, Worn Insulation
Our craftsmanship is never compromised by cutting corners or taking
shortcuts.
Here we have removed the old siding and have revealed aged, worn
insulation.

Your Home Makeover Starts Underneath What You See
Here you can see that the home has been given a fresh panel of
wood, followed by three-quarter inch foam insulation. (We are the only
company that provides insulation that thick!)
Our foil backed insulation offers a double water barrier.
There is no harmful silica dust.

Waterproofing, Noise Reduction, and Weatherproofing
We tape all our seams by hand. You won’t hear the wind or feel
seeping air.
Instead of stapling, we nail all of the vinyl product into the studs.
Quality comes first with the siding product we use and the installation
we perform.

Voila!
The job is perfect before we leave, so we don’t expect to come back
for repairs.
Here is a note from one of our happy customers, “even the smallest
intricate details were not overlooked, but are skillfully completed.”
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Click here to schedule an appointment for a free vinyl siding consultation in Utah today!
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